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”The metabolic network”
Genome-scale stoichiometric metabolic model
Large models
Links metabolic genes with metabolic reactions
Only stoichiometry; no kinetics
Steady-state flux distributions
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Published genome-scale models
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Published tools
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Published Synechocystis models
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Communication problem
Communication
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J1 = J2 + J3
J ≥ 0
J1 ≤ 10, J2 ≤ 8, and J3 ≤ 6
max Z = 0.5J2 + 0.5J3
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Example: The solution space
Capacity constraints bound
solution space
Z = 0.5J2 + 0.5J3 = [0− 5]
J1 = J2 + J3 = [0− 10]
J2 
J3 
J2 + J3  = J1  !  J1,max 
J3 ! J3,max 
J2 ! J2,max 
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Example: Optimal solution space
Z = 0.5J2 + 0.5J3 = 5
J1 = J2 + J3 = 10






Z = 0.5J2 + 0.5J3 
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Example: Optimal solution space with unequal weights
A: Z = 0.5J2 + J3 = 8
B: Z = 4J2 + J3 = 34
J1 = J2 + J3 = 10





Z = 0.5J2 + J3 
Z = 4J2 + J3 
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The typical situation
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The common tool
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The general FBA output
Number Reaction Flux value
1 0 -999999 999999
2 R_MPBQ 2.4537E-005 -999999 999999
3 R_CTPS2 0 0 999999
4 R_CTPS1 0.013087102 0 999999
5 R_TMK 0 0 999999
6 R_UGLT 0 -999999 999999
7 R_PPTGS_Syn 0.002228983 0 999999
8 0 -999999 0
9 0 -999999 0
10 R_HEMEAS 1.9703E-005 0 999999
11 R_IPMD 0.046386488 0 999999
12 R_ADCS 0.000078867 0 999999
890 0 0 999999
891 R_EAR80y 0.036720195 0 999999
892 R_MG2tex 0.002541428 -999999 999999
893 0 0 999999
894 R_G6PBDH 0 0 999999
895 R_SQD2_183_6_9_12 2.2305E-005 0 999999
896 R_3OAS141 0.001936926 0 999999
897 R_3OAS140 0.034783269 0 999999
898 R_ACLDC 0 -999999 999999
899 0.015816506 0 999999
900 R_GARFT 0 -999999 999999
901 R_G3PAT180 0.000108846 0 999999
902 13.66789315 0 999999
903 R_PRATPP 0.007567392 0 999999
904 R_PRAIS 0.028631283 0 999999
905 0 0 999999
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Goal
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But what if



















max Z = cTJ
X˙(t) = NJ = 0





J1 = 10, J2 = J3 = 5
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Exchange and Transport Reactions
Modelling
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Exchange and Transport Reactions
Modelling
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Exploring different scenario’s
Z = max µ
0 10 20 30 40 50 60
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Net effect
PSII: 2 Hc + PQ + H2O + 2 hv → 2 Ht + PQH2 + 0.5 O2
Quinol oxidase: PQH2 + 0.5 O2 → H2O + PQ
net reaction: 2 Hc + 2 hv → 2 Ht
net effect: ATP production!
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How does this work??
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Demonstration
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Simulations and visualization can be done on-line at
http://www.f-a-m-e.org/synechocystis
Python package available for download from
http://vonda.sf.net
Contact information: t.r.maarleveld@cwi.nl
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